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ARCHITECTURE,
NOT
ARCHITECTS

A CONVERSATION
WITH...



Trans Magazine (tm): In 2012, you and Rei-

nier de Graaf both curated OMA's exhibition

at Venice Architecture Biennale about
Civil Servant Architects of Western Europe
in the 1960s and 1970s. Your aim was to
point out a period within the history of
architectural practice when, in contrary to
the 1990s and 2000s, architects did not
perceive themselves as genius 'star-architects»

but as servants to the society. What

was the main motivation for you to focus
on the 60s and 70s?

Laura Baird (lb): The project actually
started with a particular building that we
were interested in. When we did some
research about who the architect of the
building was, it turned out that it was not
credited to a single person, but it was credited

to the GLC which is the Greater
London Council. So essentially, there was
not an architect's name on this building,
but a municipal body's. Especially
compared to how architects work today where
there is a huge influence of PR and big

names, you would imagine that working for
and burying your name within a municipality

wouldn't be so desirable. But these
often young and inexperienced architects
that worked for the GLC had quite a lot of
freedom. Within two or three years they
had the possibility to execute a huge public
project with a large budget. This is very
contrary to how things are today. Part of
this is because of the demise of the public
sector in general and the demise of the
funding that was associated with public
sector work and public sector buildings,
but part of it is also because of this shift in

no longer focusing on architecture but
focusing on architects.
The other thing that was particularly
interesting for me personally was the phenomenon

of the «architect as civil servant», since

my background is also interdisciplinary. I

have a bachelor's degree in public policy
and a master's in architecture. So, for me,
the architect as civil servant is the ultimate
marriage of the two - and this, as a discipline,

doesn't exist anymore. Today, you
either work for the municipality or you are
an architect, it's never both.
The appearance of the «civil servant architect»

also wasn't limited just to London but,

although slightly different, existed throughout

Western European and a frequently
practiced position. For example, we took
particular interest in a man named Werner
Düttmann who was the Senatsbaudirektor
of Berlin in the 1960s. He was the one who
single-handedly convinced Mies van der
Rohe to build in Berlin. Because Düttmann

was both architect and civil servant, he was
able to alleviate certain building codes on a

particular plot, and eventually Mies built the
New National Gallery.
It's fascinating when you see what was
made possible through the integration of
design and policy into one single function. I

fig"
'Public Works', VeniceArchitecture Biennale, 2012.
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think the 60s and 70s were also a time of
relative experimentation and almost
naivety.

tm: However, the reputation of the architecture

of the 60s and 70s, especially the
experiments with megastructures, also
seems to be tarnished today - not so much
because of the ideas and motivations
behind it, but because of the built architecture

itself and its impact on the city.

lb: I think, if you can get past that prejudice
and look into the projects themselves, not
only the architects but the architecture, in

some cases it's fantastic - often more
ambitious, more adventurous than anything
that many architects are trying to propose
today. So, to use not only this expired job
title as an inspiration but also to use the
architecture itself as an inspiration became
a really important finding.
One building we looked at was the
architecture school in Nanterre. It had these
little studio spaces, almost pods where five
or six students would sit in and work
together and have kind of a community of
sharing within their little studio space. Now,
that seems commonplace, but at the time
an architecture school like that didn't exist.

tm: So, the focus of these projects was not
in the first place on the object, but on the
development and function of space and
how space is being used and occupied?

lb: There was a lot of experimentation not

just with space and form but also with
material, much more than people give that
time period credit for. For example, we had

a building in the exhibition called the Wib-
authuis which was the office of the Municipality

in Amsterdam. It was built entirely

out of precast panels. The innovation and
the purity with which it was realized are in

a lot of ways quite ahead of its time.

tm: You said that these civil servant architects

of the 60s and 70s were often
completely unknown. In contrast to this period, it
is quite clear that an office like OMA today is

the exact opposite of unknown. How do you
handle this situation?

lb: Of course you are right that we are a

well-known office; that is undeniable. But
within the office itself we don't really notice
this. We are a content driven office, above
all. It's again about «architecture, not
architects» - this kind of philosophy that resides
within our office, that we are interested in

content, in programming, in experimentation
and in design. We like to participate in the
dialogue that is happening about architecture

maybe on a larger level, but we are not
interested in PR for PR's sake.

tm: On the other hand, it can sometimes be

an advantage to have a name, to use your
popularity to help raise public awareness for
a specific topic.

lb: With AMO - which is the mirror image of
OMA - we have a vehicle through which our
thinking about a certain aspect can also
enter discourse and dialogue. We are a very
researched-based office to begin with. Our

projects and our thinking are backed up
with a huge amount of research. But very
few of the projects that come into our office
are realized. So there are huge amounts of
work and research done about these projects

that may never see the light of day.
AMO became a vehicle for us to try and use
this research for something else, either an
exhibition or a publication. The second thing



is that clients who initially approached us
for an architectural commission also understand

that we can contribute in other ways.
We have a long collaboration with Prada, for
example, which is exemplary of the range of
work which includes not only architectural
projects (their stores and a museum), but
also fashion shows, publications, and even
some work on their website.

tm: It's also important that OMA and AMO
are not two separate entities, but that the
people behind them actually belong to
both?

lb: Exactly, because of course the majority
of us are architects, but a lot of us, myself
included, have interdisciplinary
backgrounds.

tm: You were engaged in a couple of projects

where you developed strategies for a

changing energy provision based on renewable

energy for the future. Can you explain
in a few sentences the approach and
implication of the research?

lb: We were originally approached by a
Dutch NGO, called Natuur en Milieu, to look
at offshore wind farms which could provide
energy to the Netherlands from the North
Sea. In this project we already expanded the
scope a bit and took the North Sea as a
whole, the territorial waters of five bordering
countries. We proposed a ring of offshore
wind farms that would then provide energy
to each of these five countries. So the idea
here was, by increasing the scale you
increase drastically the efficiency and it
becomes less expensive for everyone.
On the heels of that we were asked by
another Dutch NGO, the European Climate
Foundation, to expand that scale even more

and to look at a renewable energy grid for
Europe as a whole. In 2008, the European
Commission was committed to reducing
C02 emissions 80% by 2050, but they had
absolutely no idea how to do this. So,
together with twelve other companies we
proposed the «Roadmap 2050> for how to
make this emission reduction. The really
interesting thing about this project is that
the interdependency of Europe can create
an extremely efficient situation in many
cases. The very basic example is: There is
wind in the North and sun in the South, but
you don't always have sun in the North and
wind in the South. So, if you can use these
resources with a geographic diversity, you
immediately have provision in one area
potentially when you don't have provision in
others. It's a very simple explanation, but
with the technical backup it actually became
quite a convincing plan for how Europe
could go renewable.
The other important aspect about the Road-
map was its function as a lobbying tool. So,
we had a report that showed the technical
and financial capability to implement this
plan and all that was needed to follow was
the political will. Usually it happens in
reverse. When John F. Kennedy said in 1961,
«by the end of the decade we will put a man on
the moon,» he had absolutely no idea how to
do it. This is the opposite situation.

tm: So again, it's the 60s.

lb: The technology actually exists to produce
this type of renewable energy infrastructure
within Europe, but there has to be the political

will to do so. And countries have to stop
trying to compete with each other. If they
could just realize that interdependency
makes it more efficient and less expensive
for everybody, it could be realized.

And then we were approached by the WWF
to look at the same issue, but globally. So,
essentially, between the three projects there
was an ever-increasing scale.
To come back to the 60s, if you look at
architects of that time like Buckminster
Fuller or Doxiadis, they were thinking on the
scale of a continent or in some cases even
the world. And again, with the demise of not
only the public sector but with the growing
influence on the practical, the financial or
the commercial viability, architects stopped
thinking on this scale. There is something to
be said for the ability to zoom out and the
ability to be extravagant in your approach.
Urban planners think on the scale of the
city, but then they don't really capture the
city anymore - the city is so much larger
than what any urban planner can claim.
There is a kind of fuzzy in-between where
nobody is really doing it, because they are
not willing to take the risk.

tm: So you would say that the unique feature

of the architect is his naivety and thus
the ability to integrate rather than to
narrow down?

lb: You have to start thinking at scales
beyond a building, beyond a neighborhood,
beyond these kinds of small-scale
interventions. And when it comes to energy,
this is particularly important because it's
much more helpful to have a coordinative
response at a larger scale and it makes a

larger difference in terms of C02 emissions

and contributions in general.

tm: Has there been any feedback from the
governmental side in answer to the Road-
map?

lb: It's a slow process, but we did quite a
lot of intensive lobbying and we have seen
some results being implemented and
being integrated into policy decisions
moving forward which is really exciting.
The European Commission even adopted
«Roadmap 2050> as their name for their
trajectory.

tm: But still you have to deal with different,
even diverting energy policies of each
state of the European Union that have
developed separately over years and
decades?

lb: This is the biggest challenge for renew-
ables and for energy moving forward. In the
US it's also a situation where states are in
an extreme amount of competition with
each other. They develop a particular
technology and they don't want to just give it to
their neighbor, they want to sell it to their
neighbor. So, it again goes back to this
question of political will. What we as technical

architects or as planners can do is basically

prove it's not only possible but again
it's more efficient and less expensive.



tm: You have also been working for OMA

on a development concept for the growing
agglomeration of Moscow. Very similar to
the Roadmap, you are dealing there with

problems in a «retroactive» approach, which

means that you are dealing with processes
- in this case the expanding city of Moscow

- that have already occurred. So, it seems
that, if it comes to «planning» in general,
governments and administrations fail again and

again. Do you think that it's because policies

of governments are generally too
shortsighted, or because processes are too
fast and too complex to follow?

lb: The interesting thing especially about
megacities is their diversity: there is such a

variety of conditions that solving the problems

of the megacity is actually no longer
the domain of a single discipline. If it's left
only to policy makers, it will always go
wrong, if it's left only to architects or urban

planners, it will always go wrong, if it's left

only to economists, it will always go

wrong... You need a kind of hybrid of these
disciplines because the size and the scale
of the problems are enormous. So, yes,
perhaps policy makers weren't ambitious
enough. But it also might be that they
weren't informed enough, or architects and

planners weren't informed enough.
The really interesting thing about Moscow

was that unofficially it had grown more than
twice its size, and then all of a sudden
officially it grew to two and a half times its size.
The borders of the city actually increased.
The competition called for a concept for
this development and how this development

should procédé. The problem was, the
border that the government put into place
was not the same the city had grown. It

addressed very, very few of the problems
the city was dealing with because of this
growth. What we ended up proposing was
actually a development plan that took the
entire periphery instead of one section and

dealt with how the urban development
would develop further on the basis of what

was already happening there. We had the
input of economists, traffic engineers and

even policy makers. So part of our proposal
was not formal or architectural at all, part of

our proposal was about the policy of land

use and land ownership. Moscow has a real

challenge ahead of it - the problems there

are severe and drastic. But again, if you
don't act on a large scale, it's going to be

very difficult to overcome these problems. I

think small-scale interventions are not
sufficient. A coordinated policy is often necessary

to solve a huge spatial or demographic
problem. And an integrated approach
between many disciplines all of which
complement each other is actually what cities
need to be taking into consideration.

tm: So it's not only about making a proposal
for different strategies but also about the
ability to implement that policy?

Moscow Agglomeration Development Concept, 2012.
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lb: Right. It goes back to the civil servant
architect as a profession that doesn't exist

anymore. So, as consultants we felt that the
best thing we could do for policy makers or
for a government is to be as informative as
possible and to allow policy makers to be

as informed as possible.

tm: We already discussed OMA's exhibition
at Venice Architecture Biennale. We have
the feeling that the general concern about
the social responsibility and necessity of
architecture is growing more and more.
This tendency can be observed with many
recent exhibitions and publications and will
likely continue with «Fundamentals», the topic
for the next Biennale in 2014 which will be

curated by Rem Koolhaas. What is your
opinion? Which issues will concern us,
especially the younger generation of architects,

in the future?

lb: It goes back to the question or the
mantra of «architecture and not architects».

That's actually where the responsibility
really resides, that our generation of architects

continues to focus on architecture
rather than on architects. The Biennale in

Venice has become a kind of fair of the
vanities. To refocus it back to the elements and

to refocus it back to the fundamentals and

to focus on architecture instead of architects,

this is something that we can apply.
That's a really important and fundamental
concern and a great challenge for our
generation. In a time of PR-mania it's sometimes

a very difficult one...

tm: Because it's not only something that we
as architects can influence?

lb: It's really exciting when we encounter
clients that are interested in good problem

solving, in good design and in good socially 1
responsible practices. So that's also œ

important when we decide which projects
we will be part of or even what we publish
or where we exhibit or what we participate
in - that we can actually be true to our original

motivations in what comes out of our
office and in what we produce. Some of the
cities that are on an uncontrollable scale

are also very raw and still have a huge
amount of potential for innovation. If young ^
architects can keep this focus, architecture
as such can still very much be influential.
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The interview was conducted and recorded
byJulia Hemmerling and Christopher Metz
in Schiphol, NL, on July 15th, 2013.
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